
At Rochford, we are committed to protecting and enhancing your business. 

Our simple yet powerful Agile Treasury process has been refined and reinforced through decades 
of experience and working with hundreds of businesses. Agile Treasury positions a business within 
a value creation cycle, producing objective calls to action in day-to-day operations through to 
executive-level strategic decision making. This starts with identifying the operational gaps and 
value drivers within Treasury. We then deliver fast, flexible and effective solutions, which means 
stakeholder value is maximised. We can then either step back or provide ongoing strategic advice 

and support.

In our Thought Leadership series, we want to highlight the value of this process and 
why the lens of SP3-IM3 has time and again proven so crucial to success.
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& ENHANCE
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Management of risk should protect 
and enhance earnings, which means it 
is the most direct source of potential 
value creation in Treasury.

MANAGE: Are we properly equipped to be 
effective?

DESIGN. DEVELOP. IMPLEMENT.
Management of risk is so people focused that any design, 
development and implementation really only apply to the 
extent the individuals responsible for management are 
kept close to these processes and provided the correct 
training and upskilling to leverage all of this initial hard 
work. 

Key elements include assigning responsibilities to the 
appropriate individuals and gaining alignment on future 
expectations. 

While Management of risk is the single most valuable 
activity within treasury, it truly is the simplest to express.
It requires the appropriate design development and 
implementation of people processes policy and 
people. If any of these steps or operations are lacking, 
management will invariably be delivering value below its 
potential.  

OPERATE
Proactivity is the key to successful management. Fast, 
Flexible and Effective are the critical attributes of 
proactive actions. 

All the hard work in designing and creating systems and 
policies and upskilling personnel fail to deliver value if 
the day to day management of risk fails to realise the 
potential value of these prior efforts. This is equivalent to 
an athlete doing everything right in training for months 
or years and failing to turn up on the day of competition. 

All the tools and processes should be in place, and so 
here more than ever true success is achieved based on 
the calibre of the stakeholders owning these processes. 
There should at this point be minimal excuses for failure. 
There is a policy and processes that key stakeholders 
have agreed are valid. 

The tools and systems have been tailored specifically to 
aid the manager’s ability to make proactive, objective 
decisions while spending minimal time administering 
the process. Diligence, discipline and consistency 
in proactively managing a dynamic, everchanging 
commercial and financial market environment is all that’s 
left on the to-do list. It is simply a matter of execution.  

IN THIS BRIEF, WE ARE FOCUSING ON MANAGEMENT OF 
TREASURY RISKS – THE PROCESS OF ENSURING RISK 
EXPOSURES REMAIN ALIGNED WITH THE BUSINESS’ OVERALL 
RISK APPETITE AND COMMERCIAL OBJECTIVES

Common Shortfalls

Lack of experience or skill sets

Lack of clearly defined processes

Lack of system-driven workflows 
producing consistent, actionable 
outputs

Lack of access to timely financial 
markets data and pricing

Lack of appropriate policy 
providing clear accountability and 
expectations

Lack of pricing transparency 
internally or with hedging 
counterparties

Solutions

Ongoing experienced strategic 
and operational support

Event driven strategic advice and 
management

Upskilling internal personnel

Hedge product advice and 
product mix implementation
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CASE STUDY 
PLASTICS IMPORTER[ ]

A plastics importer operated a lean finance team, but 
lacked treasury experience and access to financial markets 

data to ensure management and oversight of its foreign 
exchange hedging program on an ongoing basis.

Assisted design of a process that captured and 
summarised the USD unhedged position as each new 
AUD sale was closed

Collaborated with senior managers to identify the 
appropriate risk appetite for the underlying business 
model

Rochford advice and tactics include: limit and stop loss 
market orders, key level and major trend identification, 
intra-day event risk, pre-emptive hedging of highly 
probable new sales

Advice extended to foreign currency denominated 
CAPEX and on-going freight cost management

SOLUTION
Rochford actions to address and correct the problemsWhy the challenge was proving difficult to solve

The underlying business is highly commoditised 
and competitive, requiring the company to be 
agile and proactive when using FX rates to cost 
AUD sales prices

While senior managers recognised the problem, 
they had limited FX market risk experience, very 
low visibility to market moving data (often at 
least 24 hours behind actual market moves) and 
no clear view of key market levels and changes 
of trend

PROBLEM

Rochford’s expertise, knowledge transfer and constant market watch allowed senior managers the 
time to concentrate on the underlying business i.e. sales, competitive advantage and supply chains

Rochford’s day-to-day participation in hedging decisions turned a history of losses, often sizeable, 
from currency exposure into a source of profit generation/margin enhancement that has been 
consistent and constant over 8+ years

RESULT
End outcome, leaving the business in a better position 



“Rochford has played a key role over the years in assisting 
us to protect our gross margins in times of AUD volatility. 
Their dynamic and consultative hedging approach has 
allowed significant uplift during periods of favourable FX 
trends.”             

|  GREG DARWELL, FOUNDER & CEO MULWARRA EXPORT PTY LTD

“We are delighted with the positive changes they have
made to our business and are enjoying a relationship that has developed further than our expectations. The team are 
a true pleasure to work and be associated with.”

“Their research and advice consistently provide us with 
the tools to both mitigate risk and take advantage of 
opportunities as they arise. They have also provided 
invaluable advice with regard to the structure of the 
appropriate hedging solutions allowing us to achieve 
margin protection whilst still participating in favourable 
market moves.” 

|  CARL SCUDERI, CFO  DYNAMIC SUPPLIES PTY LTD

|  PETER CALOPEDIS, GROUP FINANCE MANAGER, TNA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US

If you are facing these 
challenges, or would like 
to find out more, contact 
Rochford and begin your 
treasury improvement 
journey today.

“


